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As sttated previously the purpose off tbis report is to provide project
officers with a practical, workable guide for incorporat~ng hum-an factors
tests in OPEVALs, as vwell as the other activities condacted by OPTEVFOR;
or, in irstances %here practical contingencies preclude human factors testing
per se, to insure that hurnan factors effects do not complicate or confound restults
of the systems tests.

The recommendatioas and sugges5ted procedures outlined

here are iesigned to take into account the many limitationis and constraints imposed
I-y the operational environment of the tests, time available to prepare for and
LO'2dUCt the tests. suiporting services obtainable, personnel for operation,
mairtenarce and testing--all of which are normally in sLart supply.
cornb~ne

-i6

These factors

ith the nature of the quiestions which must be answered. and the com-

plexity of modern systems, to confront the project officer with a most formidable
In this context the human factors edforts- have been carefully structured to

task.

blend in easily with the existing duties.
In the project planning and preparation phase. suggestions are advanced
concerning pos.. ib~e so-zsces of information onn the systems personnel requiremenrst_
operator and technician duties, human -on-tritration to system Operation,
criticality of operator positions, and potential effects of error =rd/or delays.
Because t~here is no g ia~ra~nte'ed source for infozz=.ation on these topics,
suggestions for develqo.ng su plernertrvdt

are also ;.ncluded (e.ga..

jcb

analyses, cornsultation with designers, T-uestiozinaires, etc.-). Aiso included caider
this phase are the objectives of the human factors efforts and dome. Indication. cf
the necessity for anticipating testing needs.

In this latter cate~gory~topics such

as data gathe ring requirements and u-dlizatian of available test pergonnel axe
discussed.
11reparing the project plan 19 a crucial phase -'-n the Canduct of an OPE-fAITL.
After discu~ssing the usual requireme.-A. in the various sertiarls of the project
p.x11n tth

human factors cozitrol conisideration~s are discussed..

Control as

w

here has to do with at-tempts to reduce or elliminate the effects of indi±vidual
variati.=s in aptitude, training, skill, or experience up=nteeauto
A:,stemas ope-ational suitability.

ft

In particular, the notion JT controll is relatedI

to ihe differential critical;ty off operator positions in order that effot -bit

in Die aect~on focuses -.xpon' a sample of the man) available types of data recordL and timing devicec.

F

The 4se of these devices serves a twiofold purpct'e, it reducesj

interference with normal operation; and, increases the accuracy and reliabiliti
of the data.

I

Methods of c~nducting activity analyses of both operatox and

1

~tecbLieian tasks are als-3 outlined.

-

I

In t~he chapter dealing with the actual conduct of the tests the majer concern
is Opravide project off-lcezs with sorne c,. 'es regarding the irnkpleml~rtation C-f
ec01ne Of 11-- human factors tests. Included are discussions zDf qiiestionnaire
-and inter

rieig techniques, activity airalysis data collecticndLepbei

of om~itte4 cir missing data..

This latter section is of Darticular importance s~rnce

I

These losses need not always be detrimental to the eoxptrimentail design, and
the itmphasis of the discussion is on a,;proppriate ways oif overcoming these

j*~~~

Irhes

The eval2 uBaion of data from an OPEVAL can be divided into f-our phases,
-~

~
euz~

csa~ogr~ rducng and analyzzizg.

The main theme of the c~haptel

txraing eivalaation deals with analyeis. By means of Mo numerl-,al examples,

-&

6:Zv dealiii& with an operator function, the other with the technician effect.it
sehc~ the im~portance of keeping track of human factors effects.

Further, it

thw hvwLwqt1za~dge of thes-e effeetii can aid in the analysis of systems
VtxJ~-abi=e data.,'h
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screening, cataloging an-3 rdcn
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Based upon the authors' review of the OPEV ^7. gitxuation and the orientatio

tbove, the iollowing conclasions are in ord~.r:

(1) Tht project officer can gather impo~rtanit human factc-cw data

EVAL simply by including in his plans a cognizance o. ti ways in
hu.ixan performance tan infuence systema Derfc-rzance. These dais. are,

urig a

0

in tL..zn, if considerable value to him when he is required to answer su.ch questiont
as "will this equipment work satisfactorily in the Qi:Ztwi

existing pier sonne'

or will special traidning be ne~ded?"
(2) The data&themselves take t-

II

L-orm of relating personnel cha acteriatics

and altrIbutes5 su.c~h as aptitl:.e s cores, experience. etc..= ton e-zt.-ins efrnae
me-as;.xes. Ide-ally, Liiese relationships would take into accomnt the who~le raz~ge
:d pi-saitU1

~ian~e.

fl

pcrsonnel variations and their reaultAnt influence an system pezirform-

in 3rder to reach this id~eal state, considerable time must be spent gather-

Laig %.he 1iate during am. Oi'EVAL, numerous maintenance teklwicians and equipmient

,pernaors m.nýt be Ptudied, and mar-y data gatherings in-ins must be scheduulea,

such da-ta axe collected, however, the project officer can state imamblfg"I.C~usly just h--vs well the system will perform using different person-nell cocnpld5When.

Ii

ments,. etc.

[

of data. and sirnply coanot be exte:.4ý

~(3) Often,

OPE.

must Le conducted witbin the conteaxt of smalal samplee
;

gather the tyxpes :, dat.z descrabe-abave.

in suchx ca&ses it is best for the project officer to reduce his tas%to worltaLble
por t.an~s by first zoncentrating his eifo:- s on th ose humran factors whicli .rc most
Crucial to systern performxaoce. and seczondly, to study I"ex-treme groups"

I

of

jpersoanzI so Uthat he lkaawa &appr.-Unately bc-. much vaniation. in system perfiorm-(
ance accrues from manaipiula.-tki_ of a particular human factor. After rexjiewiný

ksuch dat& the project officer is in a position to call Specific attenticn to itey

II

trouble spots in the human fact'azs area which zaust be ca~reiully watchled awd/
or c~orr ectecL 'Me-ar, of identifying, crucia factors and implementing this
tolerance limit approach are discussed in detail in thce repo0rt.
-Vi-

ý4) Even when smaller amounts of dat, are collected. project _,fficers
can expect data losses and certain
factors effects.

-ifficu1lUe_ iierent in measuring hun-ran

Teciniquea are available to circumvent these problems, and

when uzed, the proje:t officer can still satisfy his goals despite these adversities
By gathering date of tye type described ab-rve. the project officer's final
rzeport answers questions of particular intcrest to his current problem. In
addition, when taken in conjuction widi other siLilar project reports, it can
(5)

contribute raluable Icnowledge about ,sucb human factors problems in general.
"Thisaccumulated kncwledge will al.ow a reduction in the a=mount of hmnan
factor•s teating requ.r:..u m each future OPEVAL.
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I. 0 HU.MAN FACTORS ANDTHE OPEVAL PROJECT OFFICER

Operational Evaluation. An Operational
Evaluation is the test and analysis of a ;eapozn

aystem., support system, conponent or equipvnt

conducted by the Operational Test and Evaluation

Force, under serm-ie operation conditions insofar.
as practicable, to detezm'ine the ability of a
system, conponent or equipment to meet specified

operational perforv, ce requirements and/or to
establish suitabiity for service use.

Wihen

appropriate, an Operational E•iZuation may be
ordered solel for the development of basic tactical
doctrine, training procedures, and Mqrements for
training aids an/or cowter'easurea.1
Therefore a project officer's primary responsibility is to determine
whether or not the system undergoing operational test c=a
mission under realistic fleet conditions.

accomplish its assigned

One important facet of realism to

be considered is the "enlisted man" who operates and/or maintains portions of
the system undergoing testing.

Thus, human problems are a crucial aspect of

operational realism and., as such, merit study.
The purpose of this report is to provide project officers with a pactioal,
workable guide for incorporating human factors tests in OPEVAL studies as
well as the other activities conducted by OPTEVFOR (these are discussed
separately in Section Z. 0); and to insure as well that human factors effects
do not complicate or confound results of the system tests.
For example, failure to control learning, the field of himn factors

itself

is concerned with a host of psychological, sociological, cultural, situational
(work space and equipment arrangement), and procedural (method of work)
considerations which cause human performance to vary in either a positive or
a negative manner.

Such variations are of considerable interest to project

officers because of resultant effects on the performance of the system in question.

ICOMOPTEVFOR Inst. P. 3930, Ic.

Vol. I.,

I Aprii 1961.
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Thbus, while the project officer may not be able to trace all of the causes of
variations in human performance, he is vitally concerned with how much

oil

deviation in system output is contributed by human factors.

I&

Then, the

OPTEVFOR Staff in conjunction with human factors specialists from the Bureau

co

of Naval Personnel, can derive ways of improving system performance related
to human factors.

e

The importance of interplay between OPTEVFOR project officers and
human factors specialists can readily be seen.

In order to a&hievt a mea~ningful

oZution to hum= factors problem, it is necessary to know not only hw individual

by
ta.

tei

and eqyip.-nt characteristicsinfluence, humman perforvrace, but also to knm ow
hwrrm perfornmzn~e, in turn, relates to systemi erformunce. Thus, it is of Uinited

fo1:
be

Value to knorw how ýhuwam rerfozwance might be inf~u&--ced in generazl as well as ho.,a
Arystenw Pemforin -in generat, because Ahat results is a set of general guidelines.

it

In order to go beyond this step, ikat is needed is detailed, concrete informtion

of

(and data) relating these wo Iinkis, not in general but in specific fashion; e g,

al

relate particularaspects of individuals and equipmuent to specific systemy perforkmo. data of the tyjpe readi'ly aouiaiZie to OPZEVR but iisuafly wnavilable
to anmne else. When this linkage is complete at a practical everyday working

of

level, OPTEVFOR personnel can bring human factors aspects of their OPEVALs

of

cc
in

"ino tighter and tighter co.ittrol and make more definitive statements of just what
human resources are needed to make a system succeed in an operational

cc

enviroinment.
1. 1

THE OPEVAL SITUATION

in an OPEVAL, project officers are required ultimately to make a
"yes-no" judgment concerning whether or not a system undergoing test will
actually work in the Fleet.

ii

Further, because of the high costs of equipment

development before operational testing, OPTZVFOR personnel are also

fr

required to point out the nature and extent of system revisions necessary to

bi

bring a system from the "no" to the "yes" category.

This latter effort of

development assistance occurs as a result of two practicalities:

first, the

Navy wishes to recove - as much of the development costs as possible from
auy system--these costs are staggering in modern weaponry; second, since
OPTEVFOR project officers base their 'yes-no" judgment upon a body of
data and information conce ring the system, they are in a position to offer
to bring a system up to operational stindards.
--2--

Because of the extreme importance of the type of judgments a project
officer must make, OPEVALs are conducted in as rigorous a fashion as possible.
Ideally, the entire test would resemble a large-scale experimental evaluation
conducted within realistic environments while employing all of the rigor, control,
and precision of the scientific laboratory.

As anyone with field data-gathering

experience will recognize, however, the introduction of realism is accompanied
by losses in experimenter control.

What complicates the project officer's

task even more is the fact that he has no real assurance that the equipment being
tested will remain operational throughout the test.

3
3
3

When the system is "down"!

for extended periods of time for maintenance, important operational data cannot
be collected.

I

The basic characteristics of an OPEVAL situation are shown in Figure 1. 1.
It can be seen that while the project officer is interested in the actual state
he cannot include

of affairs, his data are limited to the test situation; i. e.

*

all possible operational variations within a single test.

Thus he has the task

3

of examining a complex territory guided by a map that is composed of information
concerning only the main features of the terrain.

He must use his background

information and experience to the best possible advantage in making estimates
of features not shown in complete detail.

To counteract this problem he uses

l

3

the test plan to insure that the improved map he is attempting to develop in the,
course of the evaluation will be as accurate and detailed a representation of
the territory as possible.
A further complication arises because all of the major sources of
influence (shown as boxes in the figure) interact;i. e. , what happens to one,
influences what happens to the others. Therefore, development of a test plan
which allows the derivation of a sound judgment is an extremely tricky business
where complex interactions need to be anticipated. examined, and controlled.
In view of these considerations, the need for broad operational experience

I
i

3

becomes even more readily apparent.
1.2

1

IMPORTANCE OF HUMAN FACTORS .N OPEVAL.
The diagraz- shown in Figure 1. 1 and the associated discussion show

rather clearly that eaA of the mdor aroas of consi4*MUO"

(one box)

not anzy

contiriie a di2ect infwiowe of its owq but; an ivý-Mrct` ixflwce Ws W8ei
ite inU4ct••O

wUith other scoor amas of esei&.ation.
-3-
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influence is one of the factors that serves to complicate the project officer')
task even more, for if it is not controlled, it becomes impossible to say
what results can be attributed to each source of influence acting alone and
what results can be attributed to interactions.

3

For example, consider the case where the project officer is focusing
his complete attention on a surface-to-air missile (SAM) system, one of the
chief advantages of which is an ability to engage low-flying targets.

In

I

conducting a test of this capability, many of the necessary environmental
charactefistics are defined, especially the need for flights "on the deck. "
Despite this rather high degree of environmental specification, other environmental
variations can arise to complicate matters; e. g.,
drastically.

the weather might change

In the same manner, human factors variations can arise to make

interpretation of test runs difficult; unfortunately, these are more subtle in

3

nature and mo02e difficult to observe but in no case are they any less important.
Consider, for example. that the tracking radar is "peaked"' (adjusted with
maximal precision) for high flights but not as well "peaked" for low flights.
This source of variation which is contributed by the maintenance technician

I

is not easily noted but can cause wide variations in the time to "lock on" a
target.

Another instance can result from unnoticed crew-variations.

It may

be that the tracking console operators are changed systematically but that no
ontrol is exerted over the manning of other system operating positions.

These

variations may influence tracking consoie operator performance since it is
quite likely that these men have different amounts of test experience and

-

3

differing amounts of practice working within a particular team--not to mention
their prior basic experience and skills.

A particularly striking example of

this influence arises with a search radar operator who has learned the value
of "preping!" the tracking radar operator; i. e.,
where to pick up the target.

giving him precise clues on

If a substitute is not as adroit in this "preping,"

lock-on times can increase drastically--as has been noted in OPTEVFOR tests
in the TARTAR.

Finall7, the project officer might get an overly optimistic

view of the system's ability to handle high altitude flights because of radarman's
unique ability to use auditory returns of the radar output to distinct advantage
before the target even appears on the screen, i. e.,

-5-

3
3
3

do his own "preping."

1

I

II
SlAll

of the above examples were gathered from specific OPTZVFOR test'
experience; they are not hypothetical cases.

I

Atcording to the estimates of

the project officer involved, such human effects could easiZy cause lock-on
time performance to vary by a factor of three to one, or even moze.

3

operator influences have been noted in many OPEVAL's .

Similar

Therefore, care

must be taken to insure that when these effects are not being studied, they are
13

controlled in such a way that they do not produce results which will be attributed
to something else (the equipment capability, for example).
The importance of human factors effects, as such, is equally worthy
of consideration, since the project officer watns to know what causes wide
changes in system performance.

In Volume I of this report it was nkown

znalytically that for a SAM system, if it is postulated that everyrone behaves
cptir- 'Iv except a single tracking radar operator who io only 10 percent higher
than the standard on his lock-on times, in many raids system performance
(as measured in killa) will drop 33 percent.

The impcrtant thing to remember

h.ere is that 10 percent ,,ariations in performance between men are routine;
much more sizable - variatibna- often occur. When these are added to variations
in maintenance technician proficiency and otaer operator station proficiency,
the results on system performance become dramatically striking, eiv
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EFFECT ON OPEVAL ADEQUACY.
The meaning of what has been illustrated above can be summarized

quickly by reference to what takes place in an OPEVAI.

As Figure 1. 1

indicates, there are at least three important sources of influence present,
not to mention effects occurring as a result of source interactkon:
equipment; (2) the environment; and (3) the humans.

(1) the

If an OPEVAL accumulates

systematic data about onIZ

3

the equipment, all test data can b~e parc:elled into
only two components: those performance variations associated with equipment
and variations not attributable to any specific source.

Obviously, environmental

and human influences have not disappeared by choosing this approach; their
effects appear as part of the residual variation component.

3-

effects are studied systematically, the residual component (performance
variation unaccounted for) shrinks but the effects of human influence, the
multiplicity of interaction effects and errors remain.

1-6
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The point to be emphasized throughout this report is that we propose to
show how the residual variation component in OPEVALs can be reduced still
further by systematic studies of human factors.

In this manner,

more of the

system performance observed can be related to specific types of prob"-.,ns
and, more importantly, pointed toward different kinds of scAution.
1.4

OPEVAL CONSTRAINTS ON HUMAN FACTORS TESTING
Having discussed at some length the complications and importance of

human factors (HF) in OPEVAL studies, the demands of the problem zmust be
tempered with practical constraints levied by the project officer's situation.
These can be listed as follows(1)

While human factors are important, they are only one of a
number of important factors that need to be considered by
the project officer.

(Z)

It is unreasonable to ask that the project officer become a
skilled human factors specialist. He cannot trace all of the
implications of what he observes, nor should he be expected
to comprehensively examine exactly how some of the important
human effects he notes can be brought under control.

(3)

Most test environments do not have a large enough sample of
men for the project officer to get a clear indication of how all
of the human factors problems arise. He cannot duplicate the
fleet personnel problem on a single ship.

(4)

Many human factors tests are extremely time-consuming and
expensive to run because all of the situational conditions must
be repeated exactIl with different men working within the

system.
(5)

Practical aborts can be expected which will complicate and
sometimes negate the project officer's attempts to complete
a test of anything, including human factors.

(6)

The most efficient use of the project officer's time would be to
concentrate on the most important human factors effects and to
gather data on these effects. Additional associated problems
must, by necessity, remain the province of the HF specialist
who can assemble large amounts of data, carefully study the
personnel situation in general, and draw needed conclusions.
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In recognition of the above, the technique used in this report is to concentrate

a step-by-step approach to RIF which parallels the steps taken in OPEVALS by
project officers. These are discussed in more detail in Section 3. 0. Throughout
this implementation discussion, care is taken to emphasize what can be done
quickly and easily and what can be done in face of the many "unexpected"
contingencies which arise in testing.

U

In addition to the points raised above, one further practicality must be
recognized; (7) OPTEVFOR Staff Personnel are sometimes concerned with
OPEVALs

in
a slightly different fashion; i. e.,

OPEVALs conducted by

OPTEVFOR subunits such as NORTEVDET, where an OPTEVFOR Staff Officer
acts as a monitor and coordinator of the test.
In this case, the OP EVFR staff is not concerned with perforling each and

eeystep in OPEVAL.

I

Raither., their problem. is to insure (by szcgerzvision and
guidance) that all of the necessary actions are taken to insure success of the
test.

In this case, the nuterial presented in Section 3.0 and folkr.inZ

be used as a guide and checklist for the sub.wit and for th
coordinator.

I
I
I
I
1

ii
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2.0 TESTS OTHER THAN OPEVAL'S
2.1

INTRODUCTION
Responsibility for a number of other types of test and evaluation work

is charged to OPTEVFOR.

These include technical evaluation, concurrent

evaluation, logistic evaluation, development assist tests, fleet research
investigations, and fleet operational investigations.

Because the main concern

of this entire document is the operational evaluation, this chapter will be
limited to a brief discussion of each of the above and a short summary of human
factors work that can be accomplished in conjunction with each.
will reflect two major considerations:

These summaries

first, the accumulation of information

and backgrouni material useful in the OPEVAL, and second, where appropriate,
the mir•nizing of human influence on the conduct of the test or evaluation.
2. 2

TECHNICAL EVALUATION
A technical evaluatitjn is the test and analysis required by a developing

agency to determi'-:

w-hether a weapon system, support system, component,

equipment- or inaterial meets design specificat ions and is technically suitable
for operational evaluation or service usc-

'Where an operational environment

is desired or required in coP!eztion with such evaluation, tests incident thereto
are conducted for the developing agency by the Operational Test and Evaluation
Force utilizing mutually agreeable plans.
Under this &-efinition, the responsibility of OPTEVFOR is limited to
operationa1 planning and conduct of tests that utilize operating forces.

The

requirements and specifications of the tests are generated by the deve!oping
agency.

Another limiting factor involved in the technical evaluation is the

degree to which special technical assistance is employed during the test itself.
Although regular Navy personnel work on the gear, ciilian engineers and other
contractor persoDnel are on board and do take a direct hand in the proceedings.

Definition taken from COXOPTEVFOR Inst. P3930, 1 c. Vol..,
1961.
-9-
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The project officer assigned by GONOPOTEhVFOR must complete a cycle
of activities much like those undertaken in OPEVAL.

To the extent which these

activities are the same or highly similar, they will not be discussed here; they
are given extensive treatment in later chapters.

Essentially the steps are as

follows: (1) accumulation of background knowledge about the system; (2) development of a test plan (in this case the planning is done in close conjunction with
the developing agency); (3) concurrent with these activities, arrangements

are

made for the needed services from operational units; (4) during the test phase
the project officer coordinates the activities and aids in supervision of tests
involving the operational environment.
In the data evaluat; - n phase, although COMOPTEVFOR can and has in the
past reported more extensively,the responsibility is officially on the developing
agency; only a report of services rendered is required from the OPTEVFOR
officer.

1

2.2.1

Human Factors in a Technical Evaluation.
The OPTEVFOR representative is presented, during a technical

evaluation, an excellent opportunity for observing and studying the sources of
human influence on the operation of the system.

While it is true that he can do

little about such influence at this stage, he can identify those points at which
the process is channeled through a human operator.

It is further true that little

can be gained from observation of maintenance technician performance because

3
3

of the presence of engineers and equipment experts who are often called upon
for the really difficult corrective maaintenaace tasks (particu,larly fault diagnosis).
The exact nature of the observations that can be made at this time
is
difficult to specify independently of the particular system or equipment being
evaluated, but the following are some clues as to the possibilities:

3
3

I

(1)

Identification of operator functions with emphasis on those
required to initiate or direct action.

(2)

Identification of tasks that appear to be most demanding
and difficult (e. g.. most fatiguing, most prone to error
or delay) -

(3)

Estimation of level of training of operating crew (e- g., have
they received special training on this particular gear, or are
they attempting to transfer skills learned on the previous
generation of equipment?)
-10-
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EstimatihJh,
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amount of practice required to produce adequate performance.
(5)

Identification of points available for automatic data recording
concerning operator or component performance.

(6)

Identification of special problem areas such as interfaces
between equipments, between operator and equipment, or
between operators.

The above list is not exhaustive and there can be no substitute for the project
officer's insight and ingenuity.

The important concept here is that any information

that can be gathered at this time will greatly facilitate planning when the system.
component, or equipment is finally brought up for OPEVAL.
Z. 3

CONCURRENT EVALUATION
A concurrent evaluation is the joint test and analysis of a weapon

system, support system, component, or equipment conducted by the developing
agency and the Operational Test and Evaluation Force to determine the system,
component, or equipment meets design. specifications and specified operational
requirements and is suitable for service acceptance.

A concurrent evaluation

is conducted in accordance with a plan prepared jointly by the developing agency
and the Operational Test and Evaluation Force. The plan is fully integrated to
I
achieve maximum economy of time, funds, and fleet services.
In effect, the concurrent evaluation is two evaluations at once
(technical evaluation and operational evaluation) and as such presents some
rather unique problems to the project officer.

First of all, is the division of

responsibility between the developing agency and COMOPTEVFOR,

the former

being responsible for technical aspects and the latter, the operational.

The

matter of technical assistance also can operate to complicate both the planning
and the conduct of a Concurrent Evaluation since the expert's services may
well be needed in the technical tests but would serve only to contaminate
operational tests.

These factors, when viewed against the background of the

requirement for total integration, place severe demands on the personnel who
e
re

plan and conduct the tests. In reality, the situation is more complex than
one would expect from merely adding an OPEVAL to a Technical Evaluation
since the activities in the two different phases interact or have an influence
1 COMOPTEVFOR

Inst. P3930, I c. Vol. 1, 1 April 1961.
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upon one another.

The procedures of the project officer are, on the sil'ace,

a simple combination of his duties in each separate type of test and,therefore,do
not require restatement here.

The complications arise in the details involved

in the carrying out of these duties.
2. 3.1

Human Factors in Concurrent Evaluations.
The control of human influences on the performance of the

i

system presents a considerable challenge in this context.

As in an OPEVAL,

there can be no substitute for careful planning, but in this case the project
officer may be severely restricted in the degree to which he can employ the
techniques discussed in the fo~lowing chapters.

It is quite possible that he

will have even fewer data available, since some of the services will, of necessity,
be devoted to technical tests.

Some of the precautions that can be taken are

as follows:

I
I

(1)

Build into the test plan as much separation of operational
and technical tests as possible. (For example, the data
gathered on an operational test could be unduly enhanced
or degraded if the same personnel had just completed a
long series of runs of the same type for a technical test.)

(2)

Make use of the available operator skill level differences
in order that not all of the data taken in a particular test
is influenced only by a very expert, or inexpert operator.

(3)

Carefully segregate maintenance data in order that no
contamination by technical experts occurs.

(4)

Be particularly sensitive to the effects of factors such
as practice and fatigue (i. e., alternate personnel at key
positions so that data are not biased by the facilitative
effects of practice nor by the degrading effects of fatigue).

(5)

Attempt to automate within cost limitations imposeil as
much of the data-gathering as possible on all tests in
order to minimize errors and direct influence of data
takers.

(6)

Be alert to possibilities for combining the portions of data
from technical tests with that of operational tests in order
to obtain additional information concerning performance of
certain tasks (e. g., although the primary concern of a
test may be the slew time of a director, data may concurrently
be collected concerning the performance of tracking
operators).

-1I
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In

arnrmary- it can be said that the main human factors concern

in a Concurrent Evaluation may best be focused on those measures that would
tend to reduce the variability observed in equipment parameters that is traceable
to human performance.

The major reason for this lies in the already stringent

requiremients arising from the necessity to conduct two types of tests at the
same time.

2.4

DEVELOPMENT ASSIST TEST
A Development Assist Test is the testing of a weapon system, support

system, compoz;..nt, equipment or material in any stage of research and
development, wherein the assistance of ships, aircraft and/or other appropriate
dity,

fleet units is requisite to the collection of data necessary for the determination
of the direction in which an established development should advance.
are conducted by the developi•x

Such tests

agency, utilizing the services of fleet units

arranged for and coordinated by the Operational Test and Evaluation Force.
The role of OPTEVFOR in such tests is,

by this definition, a limited one

since both the planning and conducting responsibilities lie solely with the
developing agency.

It is, nievertheless. possible for the OPTEVFOR project

officer to have an influence upon the tests since his knowledge and experience
are related to the operational environment and missions involved.

2.4. 1

Human Factors in a Development Assist Test.
When the Development Assist Test is conducted at an early

stage in the Research and Development, Test and Evaluation, (RDT & E) cycle
the main human factors consideration that should concern the COMOPTEVFOR
representative is the accumulation of information about the functioning of the
system or equipment.

This information concerning system operation,

information and action flow, manning requirements,
etc.,

special task requirements,

should be recorded and maintained for later use and updating during a

technical evaluation or for later employment directly in the planning of an

OPEVAL.
rently

In those cases where the Development Assist Test occurs late
in the RDT & E cycle (such as was the case with TARTAR),

much human

factors work of the type described later in the OPEVAL chapters of this report
would be applicable.
-13-
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A Fleet Research Investigation is an examination into the military application of natural or special phenomena in the operational environment, as
required by a developing agency in proaecution of research and for which the
operating forces provide assistance for tle conduct thereof.
2.5.1

As can be r-en from the above fox egoing material, this is a

situation that is quite similar to the Developmental Assist Test at an early
stage in the RDT & E cycle.

This pomit, coupled w.ith the fact that there is

no system or equipment per -3z invo.lved in this type of operation, precludes
the discussion of any human factors work.
2.6

FLEET OPERATIONAL i-A'.ESTIGATION
A Fleet Operational

ir-.estigation is az examination or a comparison by

the operating forces of concept, procedures, techniques, equipments, or
material aximed at enhancing fleet readiness and with the concomitant aim of
determining the adequacy of the RDT & E program in the ar, i investigated.
2.6. 1

For the most part, this type of testing is functionally nearly the

same as an Operational EvalhaZion.

The questions to oe answered and the

methods employed to obtain the answers are nearly ident.cal.

For these reasons

the material in the following chapters will be, in large hmeasure, directly
applicable.
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3.0 INCORPORATING HUMAN FACTORS TESTING IN THE OPERATIONAL
TEST AND EVALUATION CYCLE

3.1

FORMAT DESCRIPTION
Describing in detail the activity cycle of a "typical" project officer

handling a "normal" OPTEVFOR project is much like describing the "average"
American man who has 2. 4 children, 11. 7 years of formal schooling, etc.

The

reason for this is that the project officer's job demandsflibility, and a
facility to tailor assigned responsibilities to the unique feat-tres of each system,
the testing environment, etc.

For this reason, it is impossible to proceed beyond

e. crude functional analysis of what the project officer does without full reL±ization
that exceptions can be expected from time to time even at this level of analysis.
By supplying such a description, however, two major achievements result:
first, it immediately becomes clear that the task of the project officer is
sufficiently complex and unstruactured that he needs to draw often from his fund
of general knowledge and experience; and second, it becomeZ possible for uS to
supply a description of how to derive and implement a human factors test at
each stage of OPEVAL activity.
In short, the goal is to present information needed to broaden the scope
of operational testing so that human factors problems are tackled in as rigorous
a fashion as possible with minimal interference in the normal test cycle. Of
course, additional effort is required to gain these extra advantages; further,
the material provided is not likely to cover all contingencies which arise in
operational testing.
best job

•ibie

in a way t:at h
tests.

If

This plvsewtatiOn a

cneiTzinc h

l.

of

to provide a rwans of daino the
factors problerm and to do this

z factors testina0 be-aes an integral Dar of aZZ operational
g-is
coal is ret, hwron factors testing W111 no be an additional

b"sden placed upon the project officer; rather, it

will becoe a source of a

assistance to h-m in obta-ning realistic results and Workable solutions.
3. 2

OPEVAL PHASES
Keeping in mind the restrictions described above, th

auhors1 observations

and the comnments of OPTEVFOR staff members indicate that the OPEVAL
cycle can be considered as being composed of five major phases:

(1) preparation

and initial planning; (2) devising and writing the test plan; (3) conducting the
-15-
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(4)

e•1,,itinn of da.a from the test: and (5) derivation of conclusions

preparation of the final report (including "cutting board" activities).

-ind

Each of

these phases will be discussed in turn, beginning with a description of what
the project officer is already required to do, and ending with a description of what
steps are required at each stage within each phase in order to provide adequate
coverage of human factors questions.

As an additional assist, the latter

material ends with a set of questions which, when answered, gives the project
officer reasonable assurance that he has not overlooked important points in
I

his preparation for human factors testing.

U
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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PIANNTQ-wTNC AND PREPARATION PHASE

The project officer has three main functions in the planning and
preparation phase: (1) accumulating sufficient knowledge about the system to
be tested; (Z) using this knowledge, plus the text of the assignment letter (as
well as past experience within OPTEVFOR) to specify a set of test objectives;
(3) insuring that the test can be accomplished during a specific time interval
(the due date) by anticipating support needs from other groups, data
recording needs of the test, etc.,

which require time to program.

Having

fulfilled these functions, the project officer has a good idea of what he has to
do and has taken steps to insure that his job can, in fact, be done.

Thus, he

is in a position to begin to write the test plan.
The striking thing about each of the three preparation and planning
functions is the complexity of job demands.

For example, in accumulating

knowledge about the system, project officers are required to search for
information in any or all of the following sources:

contract development

documents; early drafts of technical manuals (finished manuals are rarely
ready at this point); technical evaluation test results (when available); discussions
with OPTEVFOR technicians sent to factory training schools; Technical
Development Plans (TDPs); reports from the Bureau of Weapons and Bureau
of Ships; reports having system descriptions from the Bureau of Personnel; and
discussions with contract engineers and other OPTEVFOR staff members.
While the above enumeration is not exhaustive, it suffices to demonstrate the
difficulty of integrating information once it is obtained; more importantly, it
demonstrates the difficulty of getting needed information in the first place.

In

deriving the test objectives, the project officer's task is equally complex; he
must begin by taking the objectives as broadly stated in the assignment letter;
he must, after extensive reading and numerous meetings, identify, isolate,
and determine how to measure critical performance characteristics; he must
study and weigh all kinds of "environmental" effects (weather, attack conditions,
state of equipment readiness, extent of countermeasures employed, etc.);
and, finally, he must not only draw upon the experience of OPTTEVFOR staff
members who are familiar withi "earlier generation" systems aimed at achieving
the same general mission, but if it is at all possible, he must try to tailor his
plan so that his results can be meaningfully combined with earlier tests to
provide an expanding fund of recorded knowledge at OPTEVFOR.
-17-

I
"Finally, when the project officer reaches the third and last step in the
preparation and planning phase, he must, by necessity, make early commitments
of considerable significance before he has had time o complete his plans in
full.

For example, if a Surface-to-Air Missile System (SAM) is being tested,

he must arrange for air support to smulate the targets.

Sit

3

He must give some

indication of how long the support is needed and, roughly, what is required of
so that supporting commanders can arrange to hate the proper aircraft and
equipment available.

He also has to anticipate personnel requirements on

board the test ship, decide who mast be recruited from the ship's company,
and anticipate his personnel and general equipment requirements from
OPTEVFOR so that efficient schedui.ng of OPTEVFOR resources results.
The complexIty inherent in the preceding discussion is illustrated in
Figure 4. 1 which describes in crude form some of the sources of information
used in planning, how these are integrated, and how the results interact and
combine to complete the preparation and planning phase activity.

No attempt

has been made to cover all possible sources of information or ail likely

I

interactions among sources of information.
4.1

ACCUMULATING KNOWLEDGE CONCERNING HUMAN FACTORS
CONSIDERATIONS IN THE PREPARATION AND PLANNILNG PHLSE
While the project officer is going through the three basic steps necessary

to complete the preparation and planning phase of OPEVAL's, concurrent
activities in the human factors area are needed.

The first step is the accumulation

of knowledge concerning where and how humar. fectors effects exert themselves
in the system.

.t is necessary to recall here that the variations in operational

and maintenance proficiency occur primarily as a result of factors such as
differences in basic aptitude and motivatior, differen-ces in training, and

3
5

U
I

differences in the complexity of the equipment.

in order to t;-ke such factors

into account, it is necessary to collect information bearing upon certain
fundamental questions.

These questions form the backbone of the hunman

factors efforts in this and subsequent phases of the OPEVAL cycle.
(1)

How many men are required to operate and maintain the system
or equipment to be tested?

(2)

What are the exact duties associated with each operator station
and each maintenance technician assignment?

-18-

(3)

What are the form and extent of each man's contribution to the
operation of the systemn?

(4)

Which, if any, of the operator and technician positions are
particularly crucial to the system performance?

(5)

What is the potential effect upon the system of a delay or an
error by the operator or maintenance technician at any one of the
positions in the system?

If answers are obtained to these five questions, the task of accumulating
the necessary background information about the human factors effects is
satisfied.

However,

gathering such information is not easy; for this reason,

it is necessary to discuss in some detail how answers can be obtained.
The first two questions concerning how many men are involved, and
what each of them does, can best be answered by reference to systems (personnel
and training information) furnished by the Bureau of Naval Personnel.

If this

information is not yet available in published form, it is possible to question
technical personnel from the Bureau of Naval Personnel to discover whether
such a study is in progress.

If a study is underway, conferences can be held

with the personnel research specialists tz obtain the necessary data.

If no

study is in progress, it is necessary to turn to alternative sources of information.
One of these sources is the Technical Development Plan which generally contains
in crude form the basic human tasks required, as well as the manning statements
tion

for the subject system. From here, concurrent with discussions with
contractor personnel who have developed the system as described in 3. 3, queries
can be made to define each task specification.

As an added precaution, how-

ever, this information should be cross-checked with operational Naval personnel
on board the test ship to insure that the normal complex of "field modifications"
have D t changed the tasks significantly.
is n!

If this latter source of information

yet available, the contractor's information can be preserved and checked

by personnel on the test ship -.,s soon as

it is possible.

Having accomplished !he preceding activities,
concuarnthe

ost of
bhicth are done

with the activities needed to perform any sort of OiEnVAL the additional

load on the project officer can be decreased by

n appreciable extent.

The

project officer then has a good idea of what each man is supposed to do in the
system.

If the number of human tasks is small, study of the human factors

problem stays within reasonable

If.
urnits.
however, as is often the case with
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large systems such as the TARTAR, there are more task positions to study
than there are OPTEVFOR personnel available to study them, some compromises
are in order--the most likely one being to choose to focus attention on the
"critical" or most important tasks.

Identifying criticzl hwm tasks within the system is no easy ratter.
For example, one answer almost certain to be heard from design personnel
is that "the only critical task is that of maintenance.

If the equipment is

functioning properly, there is no operator problem at all. "

Unfortunately,

such replies often come from a heavily biased set of experiences.

The first

of these is the designer's effort to make the system as fully automatic as
possible, usually in line with his contract specifications, and the second is
that practzally all new systems are beset with malfunction problems at the
prototype stage.

Wkhat is forgotten in the pzocess is that no operator effect

on system proficiency can show itself

when the syster. is

"da"

for maintenance.

Thus, operator effects Pnuy well be there but there has been no opportunity to
observe them yet.

It

is fallacious to conclude that such problenz are not there

sirmly becmse they have not yet been cbserved.
Rather than become embroiled in a series of emotionally charged
discussions concerning whether or not operator performance can really
influence this "foolproof" system, it is better to approach the operator problem
systematically and obtain data necessary for deriving conclusions.

Tobegin,

it is necessary to trace early potential operator effect through the system to
see how it influences performance.

Usually it is best to begin by considering

the information supplied to the operator.

Then, it is also possible to specify

what actions the operator takes in view of the information.

Finally, the

question of how operators make decisions concerning action or no action, or
action No. 1 versus action No. 2, etc.,
future

must be considered.

In the forseeable

s-.-ne cuch data may be available from studies conducted under the

auspices of the Bureau of Naval Personnel.

Meanwhile, the information must

be obtained from the design and operational personnel available.

With these

types of data as a background, the next item of concern is to identify those
points at which it may be possible to observe the effects of the actions
selected by the operator and additionally determine the adequacy or
appropriateness of the action,.

Fcr example, it may be possible to monitor

the opening or closing of certaiv relays or the arrival of an action signal at
-21 -

I
the next position in the sequence.

In this way, the foundation ihas been laid for

determining the effects of various amounts of operator delays or decision errors.
This leads directly to a determination of the potential importance or criticality
of each position and permits the project officer to concentrate his efforts on
those that are most important.

3
3

This rational analysis; can be substantiated by

means of direct questions asked of designers and operational personnel in an
attempt to isolate those positions having critical importance.

One simple way

of doing this is to ask what the respondent would do if he had only one outstanding
man--where would he like to see hin assigned?

What if he had two, etc. ?

Answers to these questions will probably serve to ddentify at least what is felt
to be important. An additional part of this problem is the likelihood of errors
or delays at these positions. One way of achieving this is to ask Bureau of
Naval Personnel specialists

how likely it is that wrong decisions will be made

at each position or what sizable time

3
5
3

delays might appear.

His replies, when

translated into their effects on systems performance, will allow a comparatively
objective determination to be made concerning what operator positions are
really crucial to the system.

At this point all five of the basic questions proposed

earlier have been addressed but only in terms of the operator aspect of human
factors.
It
should be noted that much of the preceding discussion has focused on
the operator effect and disregarded the technician efiect.

The reasons for this

are two in number; first, the importance of the operator tends to be underplayed
for the reasons given earlier (if the equipment isn't working how can we tell
what the effect is?); second, the task of determining the importance of the
maintenance technician is much easier to handle: i. e.,

the importance of

maintenance is readily acknowledged by practicaily everyone and it is easier

I
I
I
Contact can be made most directly with the Bureau of Naval Personnel

ULiaison

U

Officer at OPTEVFOR.
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to trace the effects of maintenance on system performance.

For example,

in many cases, it would be relatively easy to assess the degree of degradation
resulting from operation in a casuality mode as compared to the fully operative
system.

These statements should not be construed as mreaning that there are no

cases where operator effects are negligible; rather, the tendency has been. to
jufp to this conclusion prematurely.

As shown earlier (see Seation 1.2) ws the

equipment remains operational (is dam less often) these operator effects
deronstrate themselves more often and become more and more i4,ortant. Therefore,
it is necessary to look beyond the usual jungle of maintenance problems to
discover what can happen when the system is reliable.
The logical starting point for considering human factors problems in
system maintenance is the system description.

For example, what happens

when various elements are down for maintenance?

Can the system still

operate even with a reduced capability or is it out of action altogether?

The

next step is to consider reliability data to determine how likely it is for each
element to fail. Finally, by projecting variations in the amount of down time,
it is prcssible to quickly calculate the likelihood that the system will be up at
any parnizular time.

For example, if failures are expected in element X, which

when dcv.;n, renders the system inoperative, at a rate of two per thousand
hours and, if we are interested in the effects of taking 30 minutes, 60 minutes,
or 6 minutes to correct these on the average, we can see that in the

6 -minute

case this one element will cause the system to be down 1/5 hour in a thousand;
in the 30-minute case one hour in a thousand; and in the 60-minute case, two
hours in a thousand.

When reliability figures diminish, the consequences of

such differences can become especially striking.
However, not all maintenance problems lead to total system failure.

What

remains to be explored is the effect that misalignment has on the system.
performance and the likelihood that misalignment might occur at each operational
position.

For example, a simple operator task might suddenly become

extremely difficult if the equipment is badly aligned.

Such possibilities should

ba investigated while gathering background material concerning the sysiem.
4. Z

SPECIFYING HUMAN FACTORS TEST OBJECTIVES
This step begins by acknowledging what can and cannot be done in general

within the context of an OPEVAL study.

For example, it would be extremely
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useind to know exact-y how variaiions in aptitude, rMUtivatiOn1,

anU tra-InIng

affect all types of human performance in the system being tested.

To answer

such questions, however, large-scale studies are necessary using large
numbers of Navy operational personnel with numerous duplications (replications)
of expensive test conditions (e. g., flying aircraft).

Further, it is necessary

to insure that a sufficient sample of data is taken from each person so that

3legitimate
3

inferences can be made concerning what each person can do

consistently.

activities.

A good illustration of this last point occurs in analyzing maintenance
Here, in order to eliminate unwanted effects of trouble difficulty,

it is necessary to average repair time scores for at least eight troubles for

each person studied.

For these reasons, it is u.3L1 to acknowledge that f•zl-

scale testing of hum= factors effects cannot be wconpli1shed in a single test.
What is more reasonable is to use sBimlation (which is -•uch less expensive) to

5
3

study such que•t•ons and to count r- a growing body of data from many tests to
point toward generalizable relationships and conclusions. In some cases,
however, large numbers of persons can be studiec, using simulated operator
inputs and simulated troubles.

When such opportunities arise, it is worthwhile

to contact the Bureau of Naval Personnel representative to obtain assistance on
planning, designing, and conducting the test.
can be obtained from the available data.

In this manner additional value

The reason for this suggestion is that

the problem of designing studies _,i human proficiency is complex, usually

3

requiring a timed study and practical experience in order to avoid numerous
subtle pitfalls.
In view of this situation, a "tolerance limit" approach is suggested
where the project officer attempts to differentiate between what the best

I
5

trained, most capable men available can do as opposed to what the less trained,
less capable men can do.

Judgments as to who in the ship complement belongs

in either extreme group can generally be obtained from the Supervising Chief
Petty Officer (CPO) simply by asking "If this were combat, who would want
on this gear and who would worry you most if he were here?"

While it would

be better to have more carefully defined extreme groups in an absolute sense,
taking this simple step will provide much additional informasion.

Then, in

order to reach any conclusions at all, the following conditicns must be satisfied:

I

U
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it

is

necessary to insure that the data from each person are actually
representative of performance; if the same data were taken
again, similar results would be obtained (insure that an adequate
activity sample is taoken).

nce

(Z)

No comparisons between different individuals or extreme groups
can occur without assurances that the task of each person is as
similar to the others as possible.

(3)

It is necessary to insure that data recorded combine not only
what was done by the person, but also who the person is, what
time it occurred, and what test conditions were in force at
the time.

(4)

Precautions must be taken to insure that the data recorded are
not contaminated by such factors as practice effects, e.g.,
one operator works "cold" wh'le a second works with people who
have just completed a series of highly similar tasks (the effects
of the adequacy of help given by other persons will surely show
itself in a person's performance score).

If the above precautions are taken, there is cause to believe that the
general objective of obtaining a reasonably workable, reliable, and valid set
of data will be met.

What need to be added to these generalizations are the

specific goals to be met in each test.
4.3

ANTICIPATING NEEDS FOR HUMAN FACTORS EVALUATION
The last step ini the preparation and planning phase involves anticipating

testing needs.

These are of three basic types: first, determining how the

test ship's complement meets the requirements for setting up "extreme group"
or "tolerance limit" tests; second, on the basis of material gathered in Step
of this phase, to determine how information concerning the results of human
activities can automatic;.lly be recorded and.thereby, reduce demands on
observers; and third, to reconcile recording equipment demands with supplies
available on board ship and at OPTEVFOR supply.
The second item mentioned above deserves elaboration because of its
essential importance.

Anything that can be done in the way of reducing the

load on the OPTEVFOR observers is worthwhile, especially when it adds
refinement and precision to data gautering procedures without greatly
increasing costs.
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ConsimcA~m

tlA jý~

*that nmr- wighsa-

TSTC. operator in the TARTAR system.

to monitor tho ns-YfnrrY-nan.-e of the
TIhere are twc aspects of his performance

that are of importance; the timeliness and consistency of his up'dating of the data
stored in the target tracking channel.

Both of these factors can influence the

speed with which the target can be acquired-

The_ most apparent way of obtaining

data on these functions is not, in this case, the most appropri-ate one.

Because

OfL the press of activitties already conducted imath,. G!%
-#CWDS compiex, the
addition of an (cbserver with a stop watch is Just nct fi-.:sible.

Furtherm-ore.

erven if such an observer could be placed in tl~e C1CjWDb. his observactions
would be copen to F'erious que~stion on sereral grounds, e~ g. , his reactio~n tinze,
his influence on cperator performance (qan be either facilitati ~e or deleterious),
ttc

This being :he case, it would be desirable to obtain tlhe.se a-ita in an

a-ntoma~ed fashio.,--l.referahly at some rzmote location.

In the spe-ific case

in question, it is possible to do this- by means of an events recorder located
in the unattended equipm~ents space and connected to certain relays in the
target-tracker unit.

This method will produce complete permanent records

of operator perforniance and allow foer accurately timing to 0. 11second. without
irtterfering in an'r way 'with the operator's task or the general conduc-t of the
IC
C/-P D2S,
4.4

SUM~MARY
In the preparation and planni-ig -i--ase of OPENAts, step., taken by the

project offiicer to account for human factors are all of a practical nature; i. e.,
they artý centered about the potential influence men have upon. the system's
ultimate mission and the extent to which practical limitations of the OPEV.AL
situation allow ainpirical assessment of these potenttial effects.

ýaerefore,

what needs to b~e done in the p: eparation and planning phase can be summ.a-rizcd
q-aickly by attempts to answer the foLowing questions:
(1)

How many men are involvedl-n operating and uiainta-ning the
system to be tested?

(47

What does each of them do and what are thei.7 primary
responsibilities ?

(3)

How do these human actions effect system performTance?

(4)

What 'happens to system performance if humana performance
e~iciency varies considerably in either a positive o- negative
manner?
-

26-

i5)

Which of the_ onerator and maintgnan-ce tA.chnirian r•r•fitin•an

have the greatest potentialeffect on system performance?
(6)

According to early, crude estimates, which positions are likely
to have significant effect?

(7)

How might these effects be monitored without increasing the
load on project personnel?

(8)

How much of the human factors problem can be studied within
the practical constraints of the OPEVAL (limited number of
personnel, limited time, etc.)?

(9)

What is the general plan of attack aimed at assessing influence
of those human factors selected for study?
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5. 0 PREPARATION OF THE PROJECT PLAN
In this phase, project personnel face important and critical aspects of

the OPEVAL cycle.

I

3
3

The project plan is a guide to all that follows, and it is

axiomatic that omissions or misjudgments at this point have far-reaching
cot sequences.

The substance of the plan itself has been thoroughly outlined

in
COMOPTEVFORInst. P3930.

1c,

I April 1961, but a brief considerationof

each section in the plan and its implications will be undertaken here in order
to stress the many interlocking decisions and considerations involved.
5.1

DISCUSSION OF TEST PLAN SEGMENTS
Pumpose of the tests.

CNO assignment letter.

General objectives of the tests are defined by the

These must be further refined and made explicit in

terms of the mission or task the equipment under test is designed to accomplish.
At this point much of the experienced judgment of the project personnel comes

3

into play, as well as the background information obtained

2n

the previous phase.

The combination of these three elements produces objectives that are reasonable,
consistent, and achievable.

I

Previous work, background, and materiai.

Although this may not result

in the actual preparation of a section in the project plan, it must be remembered

that though the effort in accumulating necessary background information is

5

laborious, it is vitaliy important to the development of the necessary understanding
O.
and competence with the system. Many aspects of the actual testing will be
influenced by the knowledge collected and integratcd in this phase.

U

Supporting activities involved.

Here again this section as it appears in

the actual project plan document has its main im-portance insofar as it refiects
adequate advance planning in terms of the types and amounts of services scheduled

3

and the provisions made for the various functions required in the conduct of the

5
3

data taking activities such as photographic coverage, or for on board "quick

tests.

For example, have appropriate provisions been made for specialized

look" data analysis, etc. ? An additional innvortant function of this section is
to delineate the areas of responsibilities of the various perso-_-el and/or
commands participating in the evaluation.
-28-
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planning and work in order to utilize available services in the most efficient
and effective manner.

This often necessitates much trial and error tentative

scheduling which is continually revised and modified in response to the operating
realities of the units providing the support.

These operating requirements may

severely limit the flexibility of the final schedule--as,

for example, when

aircraft having special equipment or capabilities will be available only on certain
days.

A further restriction is often introduced by the operating areas assigned

for the tests since the distance from the source of air services has a direct
influence upon the available aircraft time in the test area and, therefore, upon
the amount of data that can be obtained per run.
Plans for the tests.

This section is,

of course, the heart of the project

plan, and it will receive most of the attention in this chapter.
objective of the test plans section is to describe

The central

the tests required and the

procedures to be followed to obtain data which will produce valid conclusions.
This objective is approached with two underlying considerations in mind.

The

first of these is that the finished plans will be in sufficient detail so that someone
of-er thm the cut~zor can be entrusted to conduct the tests.

Secondly, because

of uncertainties imposed by the operating environment, plans must contain much
*d

inherent flexibility. It is almost certainly true that in this type of testing
unforeseen events will occur that will necessitate changes in. plans. it is

ding

incumbent, therefore, upon the planner to provide reasonable contingency plans
and to so construct and schedule the tests that modifications can be made "on
the spot" which will not adversely affect the accumnulation of the required data.
In connection with outlining procedures for the tests, ample detail must
be supplied not only concerning conditions of the tests (e. g.,

mode of operation,

flight profile, ships maneuvers, etc.) but also on the methods of collecting
led

and recording data. Sample data sheets must be supplied. Starting, marking,
and stopping procedures for automatic recorders must be given. Detailed
instructions for photographic coverage and provisions for "dry runs" must
be included.

Care must also be taken at this point to plan data reduction and

analysis procedures, since the requirements here will have direct bearing on
the type and amount of supporting data that will be required.
if it is planned to correlate mne-a ui=mrits

a

%"WIL

3J=Z=Z

For example.
points in the

system, it will be necessary to insure that they are taken at similar times.

Such

a stipulation would undoubtedly require special procedures to coordinate the data takers.

IU

5.2

I

HUMAN FACTORS CONTROL CONSIDERATIONS IN THE DEVELOPMENT
OF A PROJECT PLAN
As with other aspects of the OPEVAL, the planning phase is the point

at which the crucial decisions are made.

Provisions must be made iere for

whatever controls and/or data gathering procedures will be employed in the

3

tests to deal with human factors variables.

3
3

necessary in order to cope adequately with these variables.

Because this is true, it seems

appropriate to go into considerable detail concerning the sort of provisions
main areas of consideration:

There are two

control procedures and data gathering procedures.

Control procedures have to do with the attempt to eliminate, or at least
to minimize, the effect of individual variations in aptitude, training, skill, or
experience upon evaluation of the systems operational suitability. One of
the primary questions asked concerning the gear being evaluated is, "Will

it do the job under fleet conditions when operated and maintained by regular
Navy personnel?"

It is important to note that the procedures to be outlined

here do not have as their goal elimination of the effects of different operators

3
3
3

or technicians,

but rather the freeing results from the influence of a particuLar

overator or technician.

In short, the control procedures are introduced so that

a particularly skilled or unskilled crew cannot cause an erroneous conclusion
to be reached concerning operational suitability.
The project plan, employing the information collected in the preparation
phase, must take into account the possible effects introduced at certain
previously identified critical points.

For example, if two out of six possible

positions to be studied not only have a large potential effect on system performance but are indeed likely to have this effect as well, care must be
taken to insure that human facto-s at these two positions are either studied

3

directly or at least sufficiently well controlled to eliminate contamination of
observed results. In order to study such effects directly, it is necessary to
time-correlate human actions with system functions on the observational
record and assign operational personnel in a fashion which allows these

i

objectives to be met.

3

5.3

3
Srs.

RECORDING HUM-AN PERFOR.MANCE DATA
The focus here is on preventing contamination of data by human errors.

Because of the necessary reliance on human observers for portions of the
-30-
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In addition, because of space or power requirements

or cost, it may not be feasible to automate human performance data recording
in all instances.

As a general rule, however, it will probably be advantageous to

autdnmate as much as possible in order to minimize human error.

Therefore,

some suggestions are made here as to instrumentation that would be useful
for this purpose.

These are given below in the form of a list of potential

recording devices some of which now exist in the fleet and others which would
not be difficult or expensive to obtain.
(a)

Operations events recorder.

.There are many examples of this

type of recorder, but perhaps the most common is the 20 pen Esterliie Angus.
When the desired data is the occurrence or nonoccurrence of a specific event,
(defined as any discrete happeiiing, e.g.. onoet of a signal, closing of a relay,
etc.) the time between two separate events, or recurrences of the same event,
this is a most useful piece of apparatus.

It will display and record in a time -

correlated fashion up to 20 separate functions simultaneously.

Depending upon

chart speed, the timing of intervals between events can be accomplished with
an accuracy of + 0. 05 sec.

It can be set up and monitored at a site remote

from the actual scene of the activity, thereby minimizing the chance for
interference with operational activity.

Its major disadvantage lies in the

time requirements for data reduction.
(b)

Recycling timers.

If a function or task of some length requires

timing, it is often advisable to use an in3trument of this type rather than a
hand held stopwatch.

The advantage here accrues from the fact that the timer

is started and stopped by a signal from the equipment itself, thereby eliminating
the reaction time variable introduced by the stop-.-tch operator.

The data

taker has only to record the time displayed on the timer, recycle it, and await
the next reading.
(c)

The remote site advantage also applies here.

Tape recorders.

record communications,

In addition to their more obvious uses to

sonar signals, doppler returns add the like, tape

recorders can be an important adjunct to many other data taking activities.
Properly employed, they facilitate the taking of notes and keeping of records
concerning the conditions of a test and potentially important occurrences during
a test.

Notes taken by tape recorder are much more likely to be complete and

accurate than written notes simply because of the increase in the speed with
-31 -
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of the fact that tape speed is known and fairly constant- -a distant advantage in
time correlating data points.
(d)

3
I
3

Counters (hand operated and automatic).

Either of these rather

simple gadgets represent a substantial improvement over the Lilly mark method
of recording frequency data such as is required for blip-scan ratio computations.

Of course, where -feasible, the automatic counter is to be preferred, but even
the hand operated models will improve data accuracy.

(

Function recorders.

Although this class of instruments is large

and diverse. it can be characterized in general as consisting of various types
~of motor driven charts upon which a pen or pens autom-atically trace the shape
of the mo~nitored function.

For example. employing an instrument of this

type it would be possible to monitor the smoothness of a fire control director
tracking function or to produce a permanent visual readout of a sonar signal
or a doppler return.

There are, of course, other types of special purpose

data gathering apparatus but the above are judged to be the most likely to be
useful~and they serve to exemplify the possibilities for improving on human
observers.

1
3
3
U

5.4

PURPOSES OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE DATA COLLECTION
The devices mentioned above are introduced t.o minimize error in data

collection which may be attributed to human errors in recording and to maximize
accuracy and reliability in data collection as well as to pr-ovide a means for

such collection which does not interfere with the basic conduct of the test.
point should be stressed when employing such devices, however: A careful

note should be made of personnel operating and maintaining the equipment at
various times in the test period.

I
I
I

One

This should help define the limits of variation

in system performance attributable to human fa-c'tors effects and aid in

determining variables between personnel which are significant in terms of
systems operations.

As was stated previously. while automatic data collection is desirable,
certain important information cannot be gathered utilizing mechanical devices.

The project officer's task requires that he nmake recommendations about ways
in which the system could be imnproved, not merely state that the system does
or does not reach certain specifications.
-32-
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the an.roach utilized by experimental

personnel working in a laboratory and e-perimentally manipulate each portion
of the equipment to determine how each should be designed for maximal efficiency
in terms of maintenance and operation, such procedure is usually precluded
by factors of time and cost.

Pragmatically, then, one must work within the

confines of a given piece of hardware and seek to improve its performance.
Under these constraints, the study of human factors variables become
crucial because (1) man is the most flexible part of the system, and (Z) a study
of the critical functioning areas which seem most difficult for those concerned
with the operation of the equipment will reveal subtasks where changes
introduced into the operation and technician tasks would have maximum effect.
In view of these co isiderations, the project officer should seek to determine
several types of factors about the personnel involved with the maintenance and
operation of the equipment.

The first concerns the prior training and alleged

job effectiveness of such individuals.

This information in general form can

be gathered from the personnel officer and from interviews with such persons'
superiors on the ship.

if differences between individuals exist in either

dimension, as mentioned earlier, care should be taken to insure that conditions
under which persons with more training or competence operating at a given
work station are similar to those which persons with less training or competence
encounter.

An example of the way in which such procedures could be implemented

is given in Section 7.

If planning along such lines has been introduced into the

original design and is implemented in the dr-a gathering phase, the project
officer will have some basis for stating in his report the effects which he
believes aze attributable to personnel training and competence.

He

-,

therefore,make recommendations about the type of personnel who sl 1 ±ld be
assigned to operate and maintain this equipment.
5.5

ACTIVITY ANALYSIS OF MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN TASKS
It was mentioned previously that a job analysis or study of the work

involved in operating and maintaining the equipment would be valuable in
terms of determining where the introduction of change in the hardware itself
could be expected to produce maximal change as far as overall operating efficiency
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of the system is concerned.

Previously it was pointed out that in "h
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phase the project officer should determine those aspects of the system which
seem most crucial to its operation.

3

Having determined these, he should then

attempt to narrow the field by determining which particular subsystems and
particular tasks within the subsystem are crucial.

The empirical approach

taken to gather information about this would be similar to that which would
ideally have been taken to determine what aspects of the system one would

3

study, if practical considerations would not preclude such steps (e. g.,

complete

experimental manipulation of all key variables.)
In this phase of the date gathering process, it may be helpful to
differentiate potential methods of gathering data from those concerned with
the maintenance of equipment and from those concerned with the operation of

equipment.

3

Date concerning the maintenance technician can be obtained from failure
report forms (such as Bureau of Weapons Form 8000/13) completed while the
actual test is underway.

It should be emphasized that an accurate record

should be kept of the technicians who actually performed the maintenance,
remer--.ering that sometimes these reports are signed by the senior technician
on duty even though he did not actually perform the work.

It would also be

usefual, for future planning, to have the technician indicate on the reverse side
of the form, the effect of this failure on the operation of the entire system.

I

The advantage of collecting these data while the test is underway is that
the project officer knows that the forms are being completed in a way which will
allow him to make use of the data.

3

3
3

The disadvantage of this method is that the

sample of failures may be so small as to make the drawing of conclusion
impossible.
There are two ways of increasing the sample size to a level which makes
analysis possible.

The first is utilization of reports of failures which occurred

before the actual test began.

In order to take maximal advantage- of this source,

itmight be wise for the project officer to request that copies of such reports,

including the names of the technicians who actually worked on the failure and
*

the effect of the failure on the whole system, be kept for him for a period of
about two or more weeks of operation before the actual test begins.

In lieu of

this, he could try to obtain.copies of past failure reports submitted on the
system in which he was interested or -'k:ort to a study of the equipment log.
-34-
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have the disadvantage of not having

available as much detailed, unbiased information as might be desired.

While

the possibility exists of asking the technicians involved to try to remember
what failures they dealt with and how they affected the operating system, such
reliance on memory is tenuous and may result in misleading conclusions.
From failure report data information concerning the probability of failures
in certain subsystems can be gleaned as well as information concerning the
length of time required to correct certain failures.

This, combined with

information concerning operator training and competence, can lead to specific
recommendations concerning what aspects of a job consume the largest amounts
of time, are most important, etc.

In order to consolidate such data from a

number of individuals operating at a number of positions within a single system,
the format of the task analysis form must be comparable.

In this case, since

a standard maintenance form already exists, there is no problem.

In the case

of the operator study, however, the project officer must generate the necessary
forms.

5.6

ACTIVITY ANALYSES OF OPERATOR TASKS
With regard to the task of the operator,

the chief methods of collecting

data would be by the employment of mechanical recording devices such as those
discussed earlier and by the employment of questionnaires.

If questionnaires

are to be utilized, it is necessary to prepare them in advance.

One of the most

impor'ant aspects to remember about the use of such devices is that care must
be taken to insure that responses obtained in such a manner from different
individuals are comparable.

This should have been considered in the planning

phase if utilization of questionnaires was contemplated in the data gathering
phase.

With respect to the use of questionnaires in the data gathering phase

per se , only a few obvious precautions must be taken:

(1) unambiguous responses

should be elicited; (2) questions should be phrased to deal with specific
rather than general problems; (3) respondents should be reminded of the importance
of making independent answers; (4) respondents should be urged to answer as
completely and as accurately as possible; and, (5) respondents should be
assured that

replies are used for research purposes and not to appraise the

respondent.
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Such questionnaire data can be obtained during times when equipment is
down, runs are cancelled, or no runs are scheduled, thereby utilizing
unscheduled "free time" for data acquisition.
The questionnaire itself should probably begin by (1) identifying those
areas of communality between jobs, and (Z) dividing each job into a series of
nearly independent component tasks performed in sequence.

I

Then, by asking

questions as to the time spent on each component as well as to the estimated
importance of each, estimates of relative criticality of the various components
can be obtained.

When such data are available, a priority system exists by

which each difficulty associated with each job can be attacked with assurance
that these early efforts will have the greatest chance of upgrading system
performance. When efforts later in time yield smaller and smaller returns,
a logical stopping point can be identified.
Two further items need to be considered in devising project plans.

First,

in addition to job analysis procedures as described above, questions should be
added to solicit opinions as to what simple steps could be taken to improve
performance (change in training, emphasis, etc.) as well as the consequences
of failing to perform adequately on each task component. Second, there are
cases where cross-comparison of operator task components becomes impossible
throughout the entire range of tasks studied. Data bases within each task should

3

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

then be made as large as possible to insure that identification of critical task
components is accompiished as accurately as possible.
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6.0..

CONDUCTING THE TEST

In a laboratory testing situation, it is sometimes possible to attain an
"ideal" state where the conduct of a test offers no problems, even though it
might consume sizeabl-e amounts of time.

Since it is recognized that the

"ideal" state is not normally met even in the laboratory, however, a "trial
run" or pilot testing phase is inserted to insure that the actual test itself is
completed with few, L any, difficulties.

In the case of an OPEVAL, or

testing under operational environment conditions, a project officer can
anticipate numerous Frnblems often to the point of substantiating Murphy's
Law of "what can go wrong, will go wrong! "
In overcoming these practical difficulties, the project officer has to
amend his plans, shift his emphasis at times, and, in essence, be extremely
"flexible. " Much of this "flexibility" evolves from a clear recognition of the
fact that what he wishes to test cannot be tested completely.

Therefore, he

must salvage what he can from the situation by conducting subtests in order
of their priority (which he has already established).

In addition, by shifting

features of "test runs, " he is able to get the maximal amoant of data out of
what he has available for use.
The authors will not presume to describe how a project officer accomplishes

id

these feats since, by definition, they are rather clearly an art and not a
systematic (planned, co-ntrolled) science.

However, since the problems of

human factors testing may be somewhat novel to project officers,

some time

should be spent indicating things likely to cause trouble and what can be done
in the face of these difficulties.

6. 1.

PROBLEMS IN QUESTIONNAIRE ADMINISTRATION.
One common reaction on the part of humana

subjects is to immediately

"pick holes" in any questionnaire--no matter how carefully it was developed
and pretested.

Usually, pretesting on other operational personnel serves to

eliminate some c! the resulting criticism, but the project officer should
recognize that a nuirLer of points of contention will remain in the instrument
he carries on-board the test ship.
many.

The reasons for this human reaction are

First, it is impossible to use written English and be perfectly lucid.
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Second, much of the informat ion desired requir'es persannei to make diflicuit
Number 82. about how long did it take to find the source of difficulty? "). Peoplea
do not like to make difficult decisions or choices or to be exact in their ansv'ers.
Third. since all people are humans, it follows (to t'hem) that th~ey are experts

b
0

in understanding human problems.
theirs

trouble can be expected.

:f your approach happens to differ from
Finally, asking detailed questions of anyone

tends to make him suspicious.

Persons often feel that the questioner's purpob.;
is one of fixing blame on the respondent.

b

All of these d-fficalties are cornpoyznded in an OPEIV.AL by the fact that
the projcct officer has a h-igher military rank than the people he questions.
Because of military discipline, many obviou~s reactions of the type described
above will not appe~ar in a way that the project offiUcer cam. se#- them.

What

might Ihappen, however, is that the respondents do a h-aphazardl Job of answeringc
questions, thereby making the ca~refully-con-trolled,

well-analyzed responses

m~eaningless.
To overcome this type of reaction, one should anticipatle it in advance
and take steps to eliminate it before it has a chance to arise.
author's experience in collecting field data,

:ýt

I

IBased urvon the

is possible to circumvent problems

by doing the following:

First, let the respondent know that you are aware that
they can "beat the system" and probably fool you in the process. Second, admit
C

that while the forms have faults, they are the best things available at the time.
If they have ideas for future improvement, you would be happy to get themn.
-third,
let the respondents know that if the forms are going to be carelessly Completed.
you would rather not have them completed (a small valid sample is better than
a large invalid one). Fourth, have the questions prepared and presented verbally
by an assistant (the personal attention often gets large amounts of cooperation
from an otherwise indifferent source).
6. Z

PROBLEMS WNACTIVITY ANALYSIS DATA COLLEC111ON

begin

Collecting questiconnaire data is not especially difficult since this can
ariny the trip-. to a testing site and corntinue on the return trip. However,

it is best to quietly review responses to questions to insure that answers are
complete, the respondent is properly identif ied, etc.
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Activity analysis forms, which describe what each man did when
correcting a trouble or reacting to his operator demands during a test run,
are more prone to error.

f

II
3

These should not only be reviewed for completeness

but checked as to accuracy as well.

For example,

consider that the project

officer on his return trip to Norfolk finds thatall ictivityanalysis formsare complete
He can then select a few in a random manner and question the men who completed

"them. If it were a record maintenancz activity sample, the questioning might

3

be along the following lines.
"Jones, I notice that you had trouble -wi2th a thumbgadget on Wednesday
when we were conducting high altitude test runs."

"Do you remember that

3

one? "

"Very much. sir, because the chief was on my -backto get the computer
operating as quickly as possible.
"Did it take you more tim-.

I

to locate the troube to a cabinet or to locate

the trouble to a subassembly wi-hbn a cabinet once you knew which cabinet

3:
I

was at fault?"
"Working inside :he cabinet was what really took the time, sir.

I

By comparing Jones' answers to such questions with what he wrote on
the form, an estimate can be obtained of how accurately the forms were
completed. By selecting a report which Jones remembers well, it is rataspnabie
to expect that his answers to questions will be consistent.
question arises concer;ning which answer is correct.

If they are not, a

Instances where the man

completing the form differs from the man who did the work can also be noted
by this process, thereby cor-ecting a potential error in associating an indi¶'idual

I

Because of the massive pressure and the

with a particular task during tie test.

resulting confusion during a test run, some errors of this type can probably be
expected.
Collecting more objective data can also cause problems.

For example,

the preceding chapter extoll -d at some length the numerous virtues of automatic
recording apparatus. Obviously, such automatic equipment is prone to failure
and should be checked periodically during runs, as well as before and after
such activities.

In addition, a small pilot test is in order to insure that the

5

response recording system is accurate.
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The "pilov. test'" mentioned above is really a si-npie checkout procedure.

monitor determines whether each is accurately and clearly recorded. Then,
tests are n.,de to insure that time-correlated data can be inserted on the same

record. In this manner, before the data are returned to OPTEVFOR, the
project officer has appraised himself of how much data he has available for

3

processing and analysis,

as well as having estimated the worth of the data

accumulated in cross correlation of one type rf response with another.

I

6.3

3

THE PROBLEM OF OMITTED RESPONSES
Despite all precautions taken to the contrary, the project officer can be

assured that some data points will be jost in the testing process.

Causes

of missing data points are numerous; by taking steps outlined in Segments
6. 1 and 6. 2,

some of the lost data can be retrieved.

However, if vacancies

still remain, one of two possible alternatives is available to the project officer.
First, he can simply leave the space blank and analyze the data that he has
(the more defensible option).

5
3

trolled fashion.

Second, he can insert data in a carefully con-

For example, the method of dropping data is sometimes

precluded by the need to have all cell entries filled for the more orthodox types
of statistical analysis.

Consider the case where a project officer is going to

have each of two operators perform at a weapons assignment console during
three successive testing days where numerous target runs are presented to
each man on each day.

If he has taken the precaution of giving each man

equivalently difficult runs on each day, his data chart might look like this:

I

23 4 5 6781123 4 56 7
OperatorA
Opera-t_-rB

3

It

2 3 4 56 7 8
ii
i

! !II

Within each cel!, performan-Ce measures can be entered, e. g.. target intercept
range in yards.

I
I
I

i
L

811

If all data points (cells) are filled, the project officer can employ difference
scores (Cell 1 scores minus Cell Z_scores, etc.) and test the performance
differences between operators A and B by a simplelttest having 23 degrees of
freedom.

If, however, data points are lost, the number of available degrees

of freedom decreases, and concurrently the chance of detecting significant
In this

differences when they arise (the power of the t test) decreases also.

case if the t test is to be used, the most appropriate thing to do is to accept
the loss in test power.
If, however, the project officer had needed to conduct a more complex
F analysis where he also analyzed the effects of eight different types of runs
and the three differ•:•t days of runs, the problem of overcoming missing data
points becomes significant.

The only way to do this in any realistic fashion

is to insert data based upon best estimates of what would be likely to happen.
Consider that the two starred cells in the figure above are vacant.
step is to determine whether data can be inserted at all.

The first

As a rule of thumb,

if the missing data points constitute less than five percent of all data points for
small samples of data or with a lower percentage in larger samples, it is
reasonable to insert data.

That is,

reasonable if other conditions are

satisfied and conclusions which are based upon the data, consider that this
step has been taken.

In our case, there are a total of 16 X 3 = 48 data points

possible,and two missingfor a percentage of 4. Z% (1/24).

Second, the two

missing data points occurred on separate days, on different types cf runs, and
to different operators.

Therefore, whatever errors might result as a con-

sequence oi the data insertion process will be reasonably distributed.

If,

for example, they were both for the same run, that run would have to be
dropped from the analysis with an accompanying loss in power of the F test.
With the first two conditions satisfied, however, it is reasonable to insert
for each star the average of the scores for the other two days for that run for
that person.

Then the F test may be conducted.

If it results that there is no

significant performance variation from day to day, the data insertion process
probably !ad little practical effect.

If there is significant "day" effect, the

inserted data will probably be a conservative estimate of what would probably
have happened.

In either case, as long as results of the F test are not at the

level of borderline significance, the data insertion process should not cause
trouble.

Certainly, by its use, an otherwise impossible method of analysis

becomes possible.
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S7.0

E:JVALUAIU4,

U"IVAL

DATA

In the evaluation phase of OPEVALs, a project officer is concerned with
the following:
(1)

Screening data recorded during the test to insure that they are

as accurate and complete as possible.
(2)

CataZoging data so that appropriate associations are made and

the data are prepared for processing.
(3)

Reducing the screened and catalogued data, usually by computer

or calculator operations, to insure that selected descriptive statistical summaries
describe adequately major trends in the data.
(4)

Anatyjzina the summarized data to derive implications of results

which lead to as firm conclusions as possible.
The above mentioned steps are standard operating procedures for anyone
in the research and evaluation field, and the numerous complexities and
difficulties involved -are readily recognized. This description will not attempt
to provide what is,

in essence. a manual of scientific procedure; rather, it

will focus on peculiarities of the OPEVAL procedure which make these four
operations especially difficult.

For example, a project officer rarely has the

options of the laboratory scientist; he usually cannot run the test again because

3
3
3

itcosts too much.

Furthermore, the project officer cannot hedge in his

conclusions because he .'=Lst be abIe to defend tzi:s decision aga.inst criticn£sr.,
There are certain similarities between the tasks of a project officer and
of the laboratory scientist, however.
his interpretation of the data.

Neither can be absolutely certain of

Our current fact-finding procedures are such

that a statement of absolute certainty cannot be substantiated.

In addition,

neither can one hope to cope with all possible criticism of his conclusions.
Constructive criticism may be utilized by each ic improve interpretations,
later test plans, etc.

3

(%Destructive" criticism may also be valuable, but all

too often criticism of this type is merely the pointing out of the failure of
obtaining absolute results, a panacea for all ills, a goal which any trained

I

researcher recognizes as being unattainable.)

However, both the project

officer and the laboratory scientist should be reasonably well assured that the

3

conclusions which are derived from the data are accurate.
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used.

In the remainder of this section, a new method of presentation will be
Throughout earlier chapters, human factor steps were presented

separately from other OPEVAL steps.

By the evaluation stage in OPEVAL,

human factors effects areintirately andprerwt.irevy
other effects.

attached to data showing

Therefore, it is best to present both the "normal" and the human

factors considerations simultaneously.

Otherwise, a false division resultz

which may tend to be confusing.
7.1

IMPLICATIONS OF THE SCREENING, CATALOGING, AND REDUCLNG
FUNCTIONS UPON DATA ANALYSIS
The steps above are descriptions of what a project officer does.

Naturally,

these operations are performed for a reason; in this case, there are two
puiposes involved:

(1) to insure that the data under study are as reliable, valid,

meaningful, and comprehensive as possible; and (2) to transform data into a
form which facilitates accurate interpretation.

The problem, of course, is to

insure that in the often complex process of data manipulation, synthesis, and
analysis (including the usual statistical gyrations), important factors having
significant implications on system performance do not become overlooked.
If such oversights occur, interpretations can be less than optimal or, even
worse, they can be erroneous and misleading.
The essence of the above argument is that it is important not to lose
track of well -knowneffects in the course of an analysis-- including human
factors effects.

Factors which can be expected to influence performance, such

as weather, maintenance and operating personnel, etc.,
and taken into account in the analysis.

must be duly noted

This point. which is extrenmely simple

to understand at first glance, is not simple to implement in practice- -especially
when operating under the conditions routinely encountered by a project officer.
Often cnly small amounts of data are available, and a number of factors have to
be taken into account.

In this regard, another airx:i7rity: bet•.n

the prqobZes

faced by the project officer -andthose of the zrezearch scientist beccuws apparevnt;;
it

is extm=Z

uniegtat

aything can be done to take acmcowt of Jfhwtors z~ich

z'ezw not anticipated. In t~estirng, if attermits are n~zce to atudg factors, of ;=axn
or suspected imartlanae under opczrational.c-vditions, th-Is Uszt forivia cm upper
Lirit on th.e nwr4ber of eff•ect.• •*i..
can be anal-yzed and interpreted. Often,
because of data loss, only som of the list can be studied,
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be illustrated by the use of two examples.

Both examples will be as realistic

as possible, but in order to keep this report unclassified, the data employed
will be artificial. Both examples will include two features which are particularly
relevant to the project officer's job.

First, the amount of data studied will

be sufficiently small to induce problems in interpretation.

3effects

Second, additional

not under the control of the project officer will arise to make analysis

much more difficult.

1

3

7. ZFIRST NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
Assume that one of the objectives of a SAM OPEVAL would be to obtain
accurate acquisition envelopes for tracking radars when very high altitude
targets are employed.

Since aircraft with this capability are not as readily

available for OPEVALs as others, practical contingencies might have allowed
only six overflights on a two-per-day basis.

3

Also, assume that radar propagation

conditions were near i aximal on the first day, degraded on the second, and
excellent on the third. There is little argument that this unwanted variation
in propagation conditions rz'&s

be duly noted in the analysis.

Under these

conditions the data might appear as follows:
Acquisition
Range
Day 1, Run I = 32, 000 yds.
Day 1, Run 2 = 48,000 yds.

3

Day 2, Run I

= 36, 000 yds.

Day 2, Run 2

=

44, 000 yds.

Day 3, Run I = 38,000 yds.
Day 3, RunZ = 60,000 yds.

NFrom

these data it is simple to compute a mean for each day and to

compare the three means to get some indication of the propagation condition
effect.

On Day 1 the mean (average) performance score is 40, 000 yds; on

Days 2 and 3 the means are 40, 000 and 49, 000 yds.,

respectively.

If the

first and third days' performances are averaged and compared to the second
day's, an advantage of 4500 yds. results (for a good propagation condition),

I
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which can be indicative of the effects of the observed amount of propagation
change.

Tnus, the project ofifiicer might indCcate that whine Ene target acuiisition

range for high altitude targets is a function of the propagation conditions present,
values will tend to range from 40, 000 to 50, 000
yds.
While the above procedure does what it can to estimate the effects of
variations in radar propagation conditions, it overlooks what appears to be a
significant human factors effect.

it is a common observation that people

generally perform better in a situationafter they have met it one,-: and it is a
fact that the novelty of a high overflight decreases with each experience (run).
In fact, it is reasonable to expect a marked decline in novelty after it occurs
From this hypothesis we can proceed to examine the data to determine

once.

whether they support the idea being advanced.
The first support for the idea that learning (decreased novelty) has an
effect comes from looking at the variation between means for each of the three
days: Day 1 was 40, 000 yds: Day 2 was 40, 000 yds; and Day 3 was 49, 000 yds.
Thus, a slight trend can be noted toward increased acquisition ranges,
especially when it is remembered that on Day 2 propagation conditions
deteriorated.

M-ore striking differences emerge, however, from a second

indication of learning effects, viz.,
than the first run.

the second run was always more successful

The mean (average) target acquisition range for all three

first runs was 35, 300 yds. while the mean for all second runs was 50, 600
Therefore, it is more than likely that a learning effect of the type

yds.

described above exists and is sizeable.

Also, since it

altitzude overflight can be eaected in advance, it
the 35,300-d- valu

as beznk

orez

is unlikely thzat a higgh

rr,-ht be propriate to cowsider

desczrpztive of operatic2al perfozr1ce,

If this value if too low to be tolerated, a training recommendation might be in
order.
However, there are more direct ways of tackling the training problem-ways that allow data to be accumulated to support recommendations.

f,. for

example, a project officer found that on this test ship he had one operator who
had received a special course and one who had not, he could take some steps
to assess these effects.

in determining what to do, it is obvious that each of

the two men should be tested under equivalent conditions.

Even after all

precautions are taken, however, it is impossible to make the tests completely
equivalent because whoever is assigned when the first overflight occurs has
-45-
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the most difficult task.
,
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Realizing the advantages of practice and anticipation,
,

,

,

example below) insofar as possible.

&,

&

i

,

,

-w,,&J
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,

In this case, it would seem wise to use

both operators during each day (one run each which serves to neutralize the
propagation effect) and to alternat-, which one works first.

3
3

Since three runs do

not allow complete alternation, someone has to get the first run twice.

if the

first day's first run is likely to be the hardest, the man who gets this assignment
should probably get the easier assignment on Days 2 and 3.

In short, what the

project officer would like to do Is follow this schedule (if he had 4 days of Z runs
each):

I

Day 1, Run I

-

Operator A

Day 1, Run 2

-

Operator B

Day 2, Run 1

-

Operator B

3

Day 2, Run 2

-

Operator A

Day 3, Run 1 -

Operator B

3

Day 3, Run 2

-

Operator A

Day 4, Run 1 -

Operator A

Day 4, Run Z

Operator B

I

3

-

Since he does not have this latitude, he can only follow the schedule through Day 3.
Assuming that this schedule was followed, it is possible :o get some
estimation of the effects of training (with practice and propagation conditions
balanced insofar as possible).

In the example, Operator A therefore has

a mean acquisition range of 45, 300 yds. while Operator B has an average score
of 40, 700.

If Operator A had the special training, it would appear that it was

worthwhile and contributed an effect approximately equal to that of the prcpagation
effect noted.

I

Insurar•g, it can be said that sigifican.t hwzz
operazing in any test; furtherorwe, it

I
I

3
I

is possible to est•imte their effects even

when the total iwo•mt of available data is smaill.
admittedly cude,- it
it

factors effects can be

While the procedure is

is about as refined as practical cir-wxrztarces pez•it it,

and

offers new opportunitiez to the project officer to determine ho-a the svstem

undergoing test can be brought up to operational derwids,

For example, assume

that a40, 000 acquisition range is required for operational use.
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One way of

.......

tht

acrquisition ranges do not settle around 35, 000 yds. is to provide

practice (perhaps a training device) or to provide special training.

Both of

these options are altematives to sustem redesign and can be substantiated by
OPEVAL data.
7.3
ýnt

SECOND NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
The example discussed on earlier pages was one in which data were

scarce and the effects to be considered were many.

In the second illustration,

we will concentrate on a case where data are still in short supply, but are
sufficiently available to allow decisions to be made (and substantiated) on the
basis of statistical analyses.

Also, the example will serve to illustrate how

human factors effects enter into any OPEVAL through the performance of
maintenance technicians as opposed to equipment operators.
Consider, for example, that failure report data gathered over a five-day
test period show that the times for correcting twenty troubles which arose in
each of two subsystems were those listed in Table 7. 1.

For purposes of

simplification, we will assume that the system being studied requires only two
subsystems which perform their tasks in sequence.

That is,

accomplish the m-ission, both subsystems must be operative.

y 3.

in order to
Therefore, the

system can be inoperative under any of the following conditions:
Subsystem I is up but Subsystem Z is down.
Subsystem I is down while Subsystem 2 is up.
Both Subsystems I and 2 are down.

ion

The remaining possible state is, of course, that both subsystems are up.
The first question a project officer might investigate is the probability
of each subsystem being down for maintenance and the system

well, based upon his observations.

*

being down as

In Subsystem 1, equipment was inoperative

ne
that no delay- occur because of a lack of replacement parts or
that no time is lost detecting the existence of the trouble.
*Assume
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flUSubsystem

i

U

3
1

1
1

I
U
*

I
U

Subsystem 2

65

35

90

Z5

60

50

125

35

30

50

45

15

80

40

120

30

50

55

5

45

15

25

20

35

70

10

20

5

100

25

10

5

15

10

50

20

5

25

25

5

Total time = 1000 minutes

Total time = 545

Ave•-age time = 50 minutes

Average time = 27. 25 minutes

Table 7. 1:

illustrative example of time (in minutes)
spent by technicians correcting twenty
troubles on each of two subsystems
within the system undergoing test.
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proportion of "down" time becomes approximately . 14 and, as is frequently the
case, this is considered as the equipment failure probability--one value of Pd =
. 14.

For Subsystem 2 the value of Pd is lower, being 545/7200, or approximately

I 075. Therefore, based upon this small sample of data, estimates of "up" and
"down" times for the systems can be given as follows:

Subsystem 1

3

d

5

P

=

Subsystem 2

.140

.075

.860

.925

Recalling that the system can be inoperative under any of three possible states,

3
3
3

the probability of system availability can be summarized as follows:

Probability of both Subsystems being up=

.7955

Probability of Subsystem I being up and Z down =

. G1545

Probability of Subsystem 1 being down and 2 up =

.1295

Probability of both subsystems being down

. 0105

5

TOTAL

*

Probability of system being down

1.0000

2045

-.

The second question of interest is whether or not the differences in down
time between Subsystems 1 and 2 are statistically significant.

3

If so, it would

appear worthwhile to concentrate efforts on improving the availability of
Subsystem 1.

Taking the difference between means for the two columns shown

in Table 7.1 (50. 00 - 27. 25 = 22. 75) and dividing by the standard error of the
IUdifference

to obtain a.t

ratio IS

= 9. 173), a _t value of

2. 481 results,which

indicates that the amount of"down".timein the two subsystems is indeed different
(P < . 05)On the basis of the analysis illustrated above, valuable information has
been gained by the project officer.

Now we will proceed to illustrate how taking

account of one particular human factor could serve to present to the project
officer a whole set of new alternatives by which subsystem availability could
be brought up to desirea levels.

*1
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for example, that the first ten troubles in each subsystem were

!Consider,

corr.cted

y a ,an

w.th SI

morxihs maintenance experience, while troubles

11 through 20 were corrected by a technician with three years' experience on
Y

similar equipment.

The questiun now becomes,

"Does experience make a

-Aiffereuce and if so, what are the implications of this finding?" Here again
statistical analyses can be used to test the question. In the case of Subsystem
1 a t value of Z. 203 resulis which indicates that experience does make a
significant difference (P < . 05).
obtains

t = 4. 11, p < . 005.

In the case of Subsystem Z, a similar result

Therefore, it is reasonable to infer that technician

experience does make a difference throughout the entire system.

These

differences are shown below in terms of average times to correct a trouble.
More Experienced
Technician

Less Experienced
Technician

Subsystem 1

33. 0 min.

67. 0 min.

Subsystem 2

16. 5 min.

38. 0 min.

On the basis of these additional analyses, we can see that we might obtain
approximately a 50%7

reduction in average'dowdtime per t-rouble in each sub-

system if only more experienced men are used.

Furthermore, it can be seen

that the average time per trouble taken by an ezerienced man in Subsystem 1
is very similar to the average time per trouble taken by a less ezperienced man
in Subsystem 2.

In short, we begin to see possibilities for "trading off" equip-

ment complexitty with technician experience.

For example, if we have a limited

number of experienced technicians, we might choose to put them to work in
Subsystem 1.
One final point is worth noting.

Often dzinng a test an "ex'tr-i

sitziat-In prevails with the r-ost experienced te _-;ic-_a woring on all

"which arise..

effoort'

trczdbies

Hf this were the case in our numerical example, resulting estimates

of the probability of subsystem availabiLity would be biased in an upward
direction.

That is, it might be possible to perform in an extra-effort manner

diring a crisis period (with the most experienced man getting littde sleep, etc.),
but can the maintenance crew be expected to act this way all the ti M? If not,
two systems' availabilit-y estimates are zipropriate; one for sb-ort-run crisis
periods and the other for normal periods.
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If the second is not available, it

should be indicated that the availability figures given are for short-term
crisis p.-rformance. But, if data are not coded to refwet these technici.an
effects, they car-not be noted and used to advantage by the project officer.

In

fact, these hidden effects becorm a distinct liabilitg.

3
3

7.4

SUMMARY
Throughout this scction numerical data have been used to illustrate the

point that by taking account of human factors, a project officer gains additional
information about the system in question.

That is, at the end of the test he

has numerous options open to him concerning how to meet system requirements.
This additional advantage is gained by taking the residual variation left in
system performrance data (after equipment effects have been removed) and by
removing from it the portion directly attributable to operator and maintenance
technician performance.

By this processit becomes possible to determine

more accurately numerous combinations of specifications which can serve to
insure that system performance standards are met.

3

3
3

Also, by the study of

human factors effects, it is possible to be more certain that what is labeled as
an equipment effect is in fact an equipment effect.
In short, advantages can be gained by the project officer by taking human
factors into account in OPEVALs.

However, in order to obtain these advantages,

care must be taken to insure that in the process of screening, cataloging,
reducing, and anz/yzing data, human factors effects are

not overlooked.

In

other words, what comes out of an analysis is not only a function of the preparation
and planning that went into it, but is a function of the data handling procedures
as well.

I
U
3
U
I

I
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8.0 PREPARING THE FINAL REPORT
The project officer's responsibilities and activities at this phase of
OPEVAL are covered in some detail in Vol. 1, COMOPTEVFOR Inst. P3930,
Ic,

1 April 1961.

For that reason they need not be reiterated here.

What

should be mentioned, however, is thatall of the intricacies involved are concerned
with a single goal: arriving at def.initive conclusions substantiatedby data
Therefore, attention will be centered upon how
gathered daring the OPEVAL.
human factors studies in OPEVAL might serve to rnodify, influence, and assist
the project officer's basic task.
8.1

USE OF THE TOLERANCE LR%!T NOTION
Throughout this report, it has been stressed that while project officers

rarely have the opportunity to study human effects in considerable detail, they
can usually gather important data concerning how much variation in system
performance can be anticipated as the result of human components.

To

illustrate how these data lead to conclusions, the hypothetical data used in
Sections 7. 2 and 7. 3 will be employed.
Assume that one of the requirements placed upon a SAM system is that it
must be able consistently to acquire very high altitude targets at a range of, 40, 000
yds.

Within the range of propagation differences employed in the test, it

appears that the following estimates can be derived: first, the lower limit of
system peirformance which is likely to occur,using operators with little practice
in searching for and handling such targetsis approximately 35, 000 Yds.

Second,

by using an operator without specialized training but having the advantage of
practice,

it appears that acquisitions can be made at or above the required

standard of 40, 000 yds.

Third, by us--cng an operitor who has specialized

training but little practice, acquisitions will probably be made at considerably
less than 40, 000 yds.

Finally, by using an operator with specialized training

and practice, target acquisition ranges can be increased to .;.pproximately
50, 000 yds.
Thus, a graphic depiction of how the range of human effects center about
the desired acquisition range can be shown below,where XL indicates the lower
limit of human effects and XH

the higher limits.
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Range of human variation
XH

XL
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Acquisition Raige in Thousands of Yards

3
3

If this range is subdivided into a below-standard, standard, and high-standard
section, the following descriptions are appropriate:
Conclusion

Appraisal

Acquisition Range
35, 000 to 40, 000 yds.

inadequate

Without practice even
specially trained
operators fall short
of the standard.

40, 000 to 45, 000 yds.

marginal

With practice a man
can make this range
even without special
training.

45, 000 + yds.

adequate

Special training and
practice are required
to attain this goal.

*

3
3

A.

of the above evi-dence indicates that in order to be reasonably assured

of sccessf•l attainrent of the 45,000-yard objective,
trainin• are required on the

present system.

both practice and specialized

Perhaps, by slight job modi-

fications and a different approach to the task, this average acquisition range
for high altitude targets can be extended well beyond the 40, 000-year standard.
Answers to questionnaires provided by the test ship's crew might be of
considerable help in isolating possible points of modification.

In this manner,

statements and conclusions remain definiti.-e and can be substantiated by data.

3

A second specific requirement might well be named, e. c... that system
availability be greater than 90%.

By using illustrative data introduced in

Section 7. 3, it can be seen that the system will notreach this standard.

New

tolerance limits can be drawn to indicate the range of performance available

3
U

simply as a result of considering human factors.

First, it is apparent that by

using both highly experienced and relatively less experiepced men in both
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subsystems, it is doubtful that availability will surpass 80%yo.

Second, if we

choose to use only highly experienced men on Subsystem 1 with the mixed
experience group on Subsystem 2, this figure can be increased to approximately
83%, which still lalls considerably short of the desired goal.

Third, if we

used only less experienced technicians in both subsystems, availability is likely
to plunge to less than 80%--the results of which would be disastrous.

If we use

only highly experienced men on both subsystems, equipment availability
reaches approximately 85C1.

In short, no ratter how weli ezperienced the

technicians are, the syster, availability goal cannot be reached- Ways of
simplifying the job of maintenance should be studied thoroughly by using the
results of questionnaires to suggest means of improvement.
Consider, for a moment that in the above example an 85% subsystem
availability is the standard instead of 900.

From our anaiyses, we can see

that this goal can only be obtained w.•th highly experienced personnel.

If this

is the case, an inquiry directed to the Bureau of Naval Personnel's (personnel
research specialists) would be in order to see whether personnel with these
qualifications coald be provided in sufficient numbers to meet the entire Fleet
demands.

If the number of such men falls short of what is required, we again

conclude that improvements must be made to bring the system up to the 85%
standard.

In short, while it may be theoretically possible to reach the goal

under certain special conditions, practical contingencies might preclude meeting
the necessary conditions.

ed
8.2

USE OF QUESTIONNAIRE DATA
As was shown in the preceding examples, the tolerance limit notion is

useful in deciding whether or not the system can attain its stated requirementsBut when it comes to suggesting how to correct existing deficiencies, questionnaire data from the test ship complement are extremely useful. As was
indicated earlier, it is possible by means of questionnaires to isolate especially
difficult and time consuming aspects of ba-th operator and technician jobs.

At

the same time, it is also possible to acquire suggestions concerning how
present difficulties can be overcome.
With information of this sort available, the project officer is able to pinpoint
what aspect of a man's job should receive greatest attention (when corrective measures
are needed). Also, he Jias some suggestions of how to go about reducing existing difficulties. Naturally, the project officer's personal observations ar.n insights are of
considerable assistance also.
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